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A BSTRACT
Continuing improvements in CPU and GPU performances as well
as increasing multi-core processor and cluster-based parallelism demand for scalable parallel rendering solutions that can exploit multipipe hardware accelerated graphics. In fact, to achieve interactive
visualization, scalable rendering systems are essential to cope with
the rapid growth of data sets. However, parallel rendering solutions
are non-trivial to develop and often only application specific implementations have been proposed. The task of developing a scalable
parallel rendering framework is even more difficult if it should be
generic to support various types of data and visualization applications, and at the same time work efficiently on a cluster with distributed graphics cards.
In this paper we introduce Equalizer, a toolkit for scalable parallel rendering based on OpenGL which provides an application programming interface (API) to develop scalable graphics applications
for a wide range of systems ranging from large distributed visualization clusters and multi-processor multipipe graphics systems
to single-processor single-pipe desktop machines. We describe the
architecture of Equalizer, discuss its advantadges over previous approaches, present example configurations and usage scenarios as
well as some scalability results.

such as proprietary scene graphs, molecular data structures, levelof-detail and geometry databases). To date, generic and scalable
parallel rendering frameworks that can be adopted to a wide range
of scientific visualization domains are not yet readily available. Furthermore, flexible and automatic configurability to arbitrary cluster and display-wall configurations has also not been addressed in
the past, but is of immense practical importance to scientists using
high-performance interactive visualization as a scientific tool. In
this paper we present Equalizer, which is a novel flexible framework for parallel rendering that supports scalability, is minimally
invasive with respect to adapting existing visualization applications,
and applies to virtually any scientific visualization application domain.
Equalizer is open source, available under the LGPL license from
[13], which allows it to be used both for open source and commercial applications. It is very portable, and has been tested on Linux,
Microsoft Windows, and Mac OS X in 32 and 64 bit mode using
little endian and big endian processors.
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The early fundamental concepts of parallel rendering have been laid
down in [38] and [12]. A number of domain specific parallel rendering algorithms and special-purpose hardware solutions have been
proposed in the past, however, only few generic parallel rendering
frameworks have been developed.

1

Domain specific solutions

I NTRODUCTION

The continuing improvements in hardware integration lead to ever
faster CPUs and GPUs, as well as higher resolution sensor and
display devices. Moreover, increased hardware parallelism is applied in form of multi-core CPU workstations, massive parallel super computers, or cluster systems. Hand in hand goes the rapid
growth in complexity of data sets from numerical simulations and
high-resolution 3D scanning systems, which causes interactive exploration and visualization of such large data sets to become a serious challenge. It is thus crucial for a visualization solution to
take advantage of hardware accelerated scalable parallel rendering. While the framework presented in this paper works as well
in a shared-memory system, we focus more on cluster-parallel rendering, because workstation graphics hardware is developing faster
than high-end (super-) computer graphics, thereby outperforming
such integrated solutions.
Previous parallel rendering approaches typically failed in one of
the following ways: a) provided only special domain solution, b) offered transparent, but not scalable abstraction of the graphics layer,
or c) required replacing most of the existing code infrastructure (e.g.
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Cluster-based parallel rendering has been commercialized for offline rendering (i.e. distributed ray-tracing) for computer generated animated movies or special effects, since the ray-tracing technique is inherently amenable to parallelization for off-line processing. Other special-purpose solutions exist for parallel rendering in specific application domains such as volume rendering
[34, 53, 23, 48, 19, 43] or geo-visualization [52, 2, 33, 29]. However, such specific solutions are typically not applicable as a generic
parallel rendering paradigm and do not translate to arbitrary scientific visualization and distributed graphics problems.
Special-purpose architectures
Traditionally, high-performance real-time rendering systems have
relied on an integrated proprietary system architecture, such as the
SGI graphics super computers. These special-purpose solutions
have become a niche product as their graphics performance does
not keep up with off-the-shelf workstation graphics hardware and
scalability of clusters. However, cluster systems need more sophisticated parallel graphics rendering libraries, such as the one proposed in this paper.
Due to its conceptual simplicity, a number of special-purpose
image compositing hardware solutions for sort-last parallel rendering have been developed. The proposed hardware architectures include Sepia [37, 32], Sepia 2 [35, 36], Lightning 2 [49], Metabuffer
[8, 56], MPC Compositor [42] and PixelFlow [39, 18], of which
only a few have reached the commercial product stage (i.e. Sepia 2

Figure 1: Various Equalizer use cases.

and MPC Compositor). However, the inherent inflexibility and
setup overhead have limited their distribution and application support. Moreover, with the recent advances in the speed of CPU-GPU
interfaces, such as PCI Express and other modern interconnects,
combinations of software and GPU-based solutions offer more flexibility at comparable performance.
Generic approaches
A number of algorithms and systems for parallel rendering have
been developed in the past. On one hand, some general concepts applicable to cluster parallel rendering have been presented in [40, 41]
(sort-first architecture), [47, 46] (load balancing), [45] (data replication), or [10, 9] (scalability). On the other hand, specific algorithms
have been developed for cluster based rendering and compositing
such as [3], [11] and [54, 50]. However, these approaches do not
constitute APIs and libraries that can readily be integrated into existing visualization applications, although the issue of the design of
a parallel graphics interface has been addressed in [28]. Only few
generic APIs and (cluster-) parallel rendering systems exist which
include VR Juggler [7] (and its derivatives), Chromium [27] (an
evolution of [26, 24, 25]) and OpenGL Multipipe SDK [30, 5, 1].
VR Juggler [7, 31] is a graphics framework for virtual reality
applications which shields the application developer from the underlying hardware architecture, devices and operating system. Its
main aim is to make virtual reality configurations easy to set up and
use without the need to know details about the devices and hardware configuration, but not specifically to provide scalable parallel
rendering. Extensions of VR Juggler, such as for example ClusterJuggler [6] and NetJuggler [4], are typically based on the replication
of application and data on each cluster node and basically take care
of synchronization issues, but fail to provide a flexible and powerful
configuration mechanism that efficiently supports scalable rendering.
The main limitation of Chromium [27] for scalable rendering is
that it is focused on streaming OpenGL commands through a network of nodes, often initiated from a single source. The problem
comes in that the OpenGL stream can be very large in size, not
only containing OpenGL calls but also all the rendered data such
as geometry and texture images. Furthermore, this stream of function calls and data must be packaged and broadcast in real-time
over the network to multiple nodes for each rendered frame. This
makes CPU performance and network bandwidth a major limiting
factor. But for high-performance visualization of large-scale data it
is immensely important to limit real-time data distribution over the
network.
OpenGL Multipipe SDK (MPK) [5] implements an effective parallel rendering API for a shared memory multi-CPU/GPU system.
It is similar to IRIS Performer [44] in that it handles multipipe rendering by a lean abstraction layer via a conceptual callback mechanism, and that it runs different application tasks in parallel. However, MPK is not designed nor meant for rendering nodes separated by a network. MPK focuses on providing a parallel rendering
framework for a single application, parts of which are run in parallel on multiple rendering channels, such as the culling, rendering
and final image compositing processes. Unlike Chromium, it is not

fully transparent but minimally invasive with respect to changes to
existing visualization applications. This concept enables scalable
high-performance rendering while at the same time protecting the
main customer investments into proprietary code infrastructure, and
this approach is also taken in Equalizer.
3 BASIC C ONCEPTS
Besides the API, one of the major differences of Equalizer to
Chromium is that it generally distributes and runs the application
code in parallel. For example, one can setup a multi-screen displaywall with Chromium, streaming the OpenGL calls to a number of
render nodes assigned to screen tiles of the display-wall, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). One instance of the application is running.
In contrast, Equalizer runs parts of the application in parallel on
multiple rendering channels as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
Equalizer takes care of distributed execution, synchronization
and final image compositing, while the application programmer
identifies and encapsulates critical parts of the application, such as
culling and rendering. This approach is considered to be minimally
invasive since the existing rendering code can basically be retained.
The minimal change needed for Equalizer is that the application
rendering code uses the frustum parameters, viewport and stereo
buffer provided by Equalizer for rendering. The application should
implement efficient view frustum culling for performance, in particular for sort-first decompositions. For sort-last rendering, the application should support rendering a subset of the application-specific
database, given by a one-dimensional range interval. Hence network bandwidth is freed from unnecessary transmission of excessive graphics commands and data since only the basic rendering
parameters are exchanged between nodes. Only for the unavoidable final image compositing step in scalable rendering Equalizer
exchanges framebuffer data between the nodes.
A major strength of Equalizer is its flexible and scalable configuration of the parallel rendering tasks, which takes the notion of a
compound tree introduced in MPK [5] to a distributed cluster environment as discussed in the following section. Hence different
parallel rendering task decomposition and image compositing configurations can easily be specified, see also Figure 8. For example,
efficient sort-last image compositing has been demonstrated in [17].
The Equalizer framework does not impose any constraints on
how the application handles and accesses the data to be visualized.
As such, Equalizer does not provide a solution to the parallel data
access and distribution problem which has to be addressed by the
application itself, for example via mechanisms to limit data replication (e.g. [45]), or out-of-core access to large data sets and multiresolution representations (e.g. [11]). As demonstrated in [11],
out-of-core data structures are well suited to provide efficient parallel access to the 3D data from all rendering nodes, and a wealth of
out-of-core approaches have been provided for volume, polygonal
or point data sets (e.g. [51], [22], [55], [21] or [20]). Equalizer does
not interfere with or inhibit any solution to this problem, as it is an
orthogonal issue.
Equalizer does address some fundamental problems to help application developers to distribute their data effectively in the context of parallel rendering. The Equalizer networking layer supports
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Figure 2: (a) A typical Chromium setup, and (b) an Equalizer application both driving a 2x2 display wall.

message passing and the creation of distributed objects. By subclassing a distributed object class, static and versioned objects can
be created. Objects are addressed on the cluster using a unique identifier, which allows the remote mapping of the object. Versioned
objects are typically used for frame-specific data, where a new version for each new frame is created. This version information is
passed correctly by Equalizer to the application rendering code.
This mechanism allows simple distribution and multi-buffering of
data.
4
4.1

S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Interface

Equalizer is a parallel rendering framework using a similar underlying concept as OpenGL Multipipe SDK (MPK). In the following
we will focus on the architectural improvements of Equalizer compared to MPK. The configuration interface to specify the hardware
setup and task decomposition, following the nomenclature of MPK
[5], is further described in Section 4.5.
Equalizer provides a framework to facilitate the development of
distributed and non-distributed parallel rendering applications. The
programming interface is based on a set of C++ classes, modeled
closely to the hierarchical resource description used by the server.
The application subclasses these objects and overrides C++ task

methods, similar to C callbacks. These task methods will be called
in parallel by the framework, depending on the current configuration. A wrapper interface could be written to provide C bindings.
In contrast to MPK, an Equalizer application does not select the
rendering configuration itself; it is configured by a system-wide
configuration server. The application is written against a client library, which communicates with the server. The configuration is
choosen by the server based on guidelines from the application or
user. The server also launches and controls the rendering clients
provided by the application.
While on a higher level Equalizer uses a client-server approach,
it is built on a peer-to-peer network layer. This network layer
provides a message-based communication interface, as needed between any two nodes in the cluster, e.g., to transmit image data for
result recomposition during scalable rendering. Currently Equalizer provides an implementation for TCP/IP sockets and InfiniBand. The usage of MPI as a low-level communication library was
not feasible in the context of Equalizer. Dynamic process management is only available in MPI 2, which still is not wide-spread
enough. Furthermore, the communication patterns for which MPI
was designed are significantly different from Equalizer’s use case.
However, this does not prohibit coupling MPI-based programs with
Equalizer.
4.2

Application

The application in Equalizer solely drives the rendering, that is, it
carries out the main rendering loop only, but does not actually execute any rendering. Although depending on the configuration, the
application process may also host one or more render client threads,
as described below. When a configuration has no additional nodes
besides the application node, all application code is executed in the
same process, and no network data distribution has to be implemented. In this special case, an Equalizer application is very similar
to a MPK application.
During initialization of the server, the application provides a rendering client. The rendering client is often, especially for simple
applications, the same executable as the application. However, the
rendering client may be a thin renderer which only contains the
application-specific rendering code. The server deploys this rendering client on all nodes specified in the configuration. The main rendering loop is quite simple: The application requests a new frame
to be rendered, synchronizes on the completion of a frame and processes events received from the render clients. Figure 3 shows a
simplified execution model of an Equalizer application.
4.3

Rendering Client

Each Equalizer application provides a rendering client, which can
be the same executable as the application itself. In contrast to the
application, the rendering client does not need a main loop and is
completely controlled by the Equalizer framework. Some configurations use the application process as a node, in which case the
rendering happens in a different thread within the application process. A render client consists of the following threads: The node
main thread, one network receive thread, and one pipe thread for
each pipe to execute rendering tasks.
The client library implements the main loop, which receives network events and processes them. Most importantly, the network
data contains the rendering task parameters computed by the server.
Based on this data, the client library sets up the rendering context
and calls the application-provided task methods. Setting up the rendering context consists of using the correct rendering thread, making the drawable and context current, as well as providing the task
methods with the 2D viewport, frustum, view matrix and the datarange for sort-last rendering. The task methods clear the frame
buffer as necessary, execute the OpenGL rendering commands as
well as readback, and assemble partial frame results for scalable

part consists of the compound tree, which declares how the resources are used for rendering. The compounds are the heart of
the scalable rendering engine, and are described in detail below.
At the top of the hierarchicy are nodes, which represent a process, typically on a single computer of a cluster. A node has pipes,
which are a representation of the graphic cards in a machine. All
tasks for a pipe and its children are executed in a separate thread.
A pipe has windows, which represent an OpenGL on-screen or offscreen drawable. By default, all windows of a pipe share display
lists and other OpenGL objects. A window has channels, which
embody an OpenGL viewport in a window.
Figure 4 shows a two-node, three-pipe, three-window, fourchannel configuration driving a four-sided CAVETM . The channels
declared in the resource section are used by the compounds for rendering. The leaf compounds, which execute the rendering, use a
swap barrier to synchronize their output. The root compound specifies that the left and right eye are used for stereo rendering.
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Figure 3: Simplified execution flow of an Equalizer application, omitting event handling and application-node rendering threads.

rendering. All tasks have default implementations so that only the
application specific methods have to be implemented, which includes at least the Channel::draw method. For example, the default
callbacks for frame recomposition during scalable rendering implement tile-based assembly for sort-first and stereo decompositions,
and z-buffer compositing for sort-last rendering of polygonal data.
A detailed description of all methods can be found in [16].
Event handling is implemented by listening asynchronously for
events from all windows. Events are transformed from windowsystem specific events into generic window events, and dispatched
to the correct window. The window either processes the event locally, or converts it into a config event to be send to the application
node. The application node processes the config events as part of
its main rendering loop. A detailed description of event handling
can be found in [15].
In addition to executing the application code in the right context,
the client library implements image compression and transmission,
network swap barrier support and distributed object support.
4.4

Equalizer Server

The Equalizer server receives requests from all applications on the
visualization system. It serves these requests using the application’s
specific configuration, launching rendering clients on the nodes, determining the rendering tasks for a frame, and synchronizing the
completion of frames.
The server maintains the configurations for different applications. Maintaining the configuration on the server facilitates an
extension to cross-application load balancing, resource reservation
and further system-wide resource management. Each configuration, similarly to a MPK configuration, consists of two parts. The
first part is a hierarchical resource description derived from the
physical and logical environment of the application. The second

Figure 4: An example Equalizer configuration with the associated
real-world counterparts.

4.5 Compound Trees
To configure rendering nodes and pipes for parallel rendering,
Equalizer uses a compound tree structure similar to MPK [5]. However, the compound definition is different in a few key points to
provide a more flexible and powerful configuration
First, it does not rely on a hard-coded mode which determines
the task decomposition and image compositing stages. Instead, it
describes the rendering and compositing tasks via the compound
tree’s structure.
Second, the rendering is asynchronous, and not framesynchronized as in MPK, where all rendering threads are synchronized at the end of each frame, creating idle times for rendering
threads which finish early. Equalizer removes this global synchronization point and introduces a config latency lconfig , which defines
how many frames the slowest rendering thread is allowed to fall behind. Hence at the end of frame i, the completion of frame i − lconfig
will be synchronized. Note that setting lconfig = 0 creates a framesynchronicity as in MPK. Other synchronization points in Equalizer
only include the completion of image transfers for compositing, and
optional swapbarriers explicitly defined in the compound tree.

Compounds are a data structure for describing rendering tasks
and form a tree. Each compound has tasks (clear, draw, assemble,
readback), a channel which executes the tasks in the given order,
and additional attributes. Note that a non-leaf compound traverses
its children first before performing its own default tasks assemble
and readback, while a leaf compound executes all tasks by default.
A compound may provide output frames from the readback task to
others, and request input frames from others for its assemble task,
and output frames are linked to input frames by name. The readback
or assemble tasks are only active if output or input frames have been
specified, respectively. Otherwise the rendered image frame is left
in-place on the current channel for further processing in a parent
compound on that same channel.
All attributes and the channel are inherited from the parent compound. The viewport, data range and eye attributes are used to
describe the decomposition of the parent’s 2D viewport, database
range and eye pass, respectively. Swap barriers can be used to synchronize the buffer swap on a group of channels, typically used for
multi-screen setups such as CAVEs or display walls.
A simple sort-first compound configuration is shown in Figures 5
and 8(a). The root compound defines the viewport size of the channel and the frustum from the wall description. While the first child
compound inherits the channel, the other compounds are executed
on different channels. However, each defines a partial viewport,
affecting its local view frustum. All leaf nodes execute the basic
clear and draw tasks, and except for the first child have to readback
the result into the specified output frames. The root compound executes the assemble task (sort-first tiled image compositing) once
the output frames are available.
Note that the mapping to physical resources, the first part of
the configuration (see also Figure 4), is omitted. Instead of using
multiple pipes of an actual rendering cluster, all channels could be
mapped to a single pipe, thus allowing testing complex configurations on single-pipe PC.
channel "dest"
wall { ... }
inputframe "tile.b1"
inputframe "tile.b2"
inputframe "tile.b3"

channel "dest"
viewport [ upper-right ]

channel "buffer1"
viewport [ lower-left ]
outputframe "tile.b1"

channel "buffer2"
viewport [ lower-right ]
outputframe "tile.b2"

channel "buffer3"
viewport [ upper-left ]
outputframe "tile.b3"

Figure 5: Compound tree for a four-to-one sort-first decomposition.

Figures 6 and 8(b) show a sort-last configuration with parallel
image compositing. The leaf nodes execute the rendering, and readback of two tiles each to be z-composited by the other channels. The
intermediate (green) compounds execute the z-compositing using
framebuffer data from the other channels via the indicated outputinput frame mapping. Once a channel has completed this assemble task (sort-last z-buffer image compositing) on its tile, the color
framebuffer content is handed over to the root compound which
puts together the tiles to form the final image. Note that a compound does not need to readback a tile which is processed in a parent node on the same channel since it is already in place (e.g. the
compounds executed on the ”dest” channel in Figure 6). The yellow arrows illustrate the data flow for the tile being z-composited
by the channel named ”buffer1”, according to a direct-send sort-last
image compositing [17].
Figures 7 and 8(c) show a mixture of decomposition algorithms
in a multilevel compound tree. Stereo rendering is mixed with sortfirst decomposition. The first level is a stereo decomposition for
the left and right eye, which is in turn parallelized for each eye on
two channels using a sort-first decomposition. The channels used
for composition are also used for rendering, which again allows

channel "dest"
wall { ... }
inputframe { name "tile2" }
inputframe { name "tile3" }

channel "dest"
inputframe { name "tile1.b1" }
inputframe { name "tile1.b2" }

channel "buffer1"
inputframe "tile2.dest"
inputframe "tile2.b2"
outputframe "tile2", viewport [ tile2 ]

channel "buffer2"
inputframe "tile3.dest"
inputframe "tile3.b1"
outputframe "tile3", viewport [ tile3 ]

channel "dest"
data range [ first tier ]
outputframe "tile2.dest", viewport [ tile2 ]
outputframe "tile3.dest", viewport [ tile3 ]

channel "buffer1"
data range [ second tier ]
outputframe "tile1.b1", viewport [ tile1 ]
outputframe "tile3.b1", viewport [ tile3 ]

channel "buffer2"
data range [ third tier ]
outputframe "tile1.b2", viewport [ tile1 ]
outputframe "tile2.b2", viewport [ tile2 ]

Figure 6: Compound tree for a three-to-one direct-send sort-last configuration.

some image transfer optimizations. The screenshot uses anaglyphic
stereo for better readability.
channel "dest"
wall { ... }
inputframe "right"

channel "dest"
eye [ LEFT ]
inputframe "left.b3"

channel "dest"
viewport [ right-half ]

channel "buffer3"
viewport [ left-half ]
outputframe "left.b3"

channel "buffer2"
eye [ RIGHT ]
inputframe "left.b1"
outputframe "right"

channel "buffer2"
viewport [ right-half ]

channel "buffer1"
viewport [ left-half ]
outputframe "left.b1"

Figure 7: Compound tree for a four-to-one stereo/sort-first configuration.

Equalizer’s compound description is much more flexible and
powerful compared to the format used in MPK, and can be used
to define parallel compositing algorithms, such as direct-send or
binary-swap, as well as multilevel decompositions using different
decomposition modes to balance the bottlenecks of the individual
algorithms. A detailed specification can be found in [14]. Numerous example configurations are included with the Equalizer distribution.
5 R ESULTS
We conducted our experiments on a five node rendering cluster
with the following characteristics: dual 2.2GHz AMD Opteron
CPUs, 4GB of RAM, Geforce 7800 GTX PCIe graphics and a highresolution 2560 × 1600 pixel LCD panel per node; 1GB network
and switch. For most tests we used a destination channel with a
resolution of 1280 × 800, since this is a more typical window size
for scalable parallel rendering. Pixel read, write and network transmission performances are given in Table 1 below.
GL Format, Type
BGRA, UNSIGNED BYTE
DEPTH COMPONENT, FLOAT

read
5.2ms
5.8ms

write
4.1ms
37ms

transmit
42.05ms
36.41ms

Table 1: Pixel transfer timings for a full-size 1280 × 800 window.

Our prototype test application renders polygonal data, organized
spatially in an octree for efficient view frustum culling and sortlast range selection. The data is rendered using display lists, and
each vertex consist of 24 bytes (position+normal). We use a fixed
camera path of 100 frames to obtain the average frames per second
as the result. The model used was the Thai Statue consisting of
10M polygons from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository.
Due to the limitations of the scope of this paper, our experimental
results provide the fundamental evidence of the flexibility and scalability potential of Equalizer, but do not cover an extensive range of
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Figure 8: (a) Sort-first tiled screen, for display walls or CAVETM setups – compound tree Figure 5. (b) Sort-last scalable rendering – compound
tree Figure 6. (c) Stereo separation and sort-first decomposition – compound tree Figure 7 .

data sets, compound configurations or cluster sizes. This will have
to be done in a dedicated performance study.
5.1 Decomposition Modes
The power of Equalizer lies in its flexibility to configure different scalable task decomposition and image compositing strategies
efficiently using the compound tree structure. Various exemplary
use cases have already been shown demonstrating the power of the
compounds structure in Section 4.5, including tiled screen rendering (e.g. for display walls or CAVEs), partitioned rendering of the
geometry database (mostly for scalability) or an eye-separated sortfirst parallelized stereo rendering. Figure 9 demonstrates another
complex setup where multiple nodes are used to drive two sideby-side projectors of a small wall display. Rendering is executed
sort-last by 7 nodes while z-compositing is performed by 3 nodes
each for the two projectors. Hence the 7 draw channels each output
6 tiles to be z-composited.
The quintessential benefit of Equalizer’s process model and compound tree structure lies in an easy-to-configure and very scalable
parallel rendering system. Therefore, we provide a brief experimental analysis of Equalizer’s scalability that should demonstrate
the potential of the system, while a more extensive study is beyond
the scope of this paper. Equalizer sort-last image compositing scalability results can also be found in [17].
In the first benchmarks, we measured the performance of different task decomposition modes. In Figure 10(a) we use n-to-one
sort-first and sort-last decompositions. The sort-first compounds
use a trivial tile assembly on the destination channel, while the sortlast compounds use direct-send compositing. For sort-first parallel
rendering, the speedup heavily depends on the decomposition of
the view frustum, and hence the tiling of the window. For this study
the data set is roughly placed in the middle of the screen such that
a simple tiling results in a fair load distribution. The graph 2D
in Figure 10(a) shows a nice close-to linear speedup for sort-first
rendering, and as expected the overhead from clipped primitives
is not dominating at small numbers of tiles. Equalizer also shows
excellent scalability with respect to sort-last rendering, graph DB
in Figure 10(a). Image compositing overhead is not manifested at
this level of parallelism, partly also due to the efficient direct-send
compositing algorithm (see also [17]).
The second set of benchmarks in Figure 10(b) uses different approaches to scale the performance during stereo rendering. The
first graph 2D-stereo uses a sort-first decomposition where each leaf
node renders two eye passes, which are assembled on the destination channel in the parent node into the correct stereo buffers. The
second graph EYE-2D does first a stereo decomposition, separating
into left and right eye rendering tasks, and then a sort-first decom-

position into screen tiles. The graphs in Figure 10(b) show a good
linear speedup, but also indicate that the more complicated stereo
image assembly and compositing incurs a small overhead factor.
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Figure 10: (a) Sort-first and sort-last many-to-one rendering performance, and (b) different stereo rendering decompositions.

5.2 Latency and Viewport Size
In these benchmarks we measure the influence of the viewport size
and latency on the performance. All test were conducted using a
sort-last direct-send configuration with all five nodes. Figure 11(a)
varies the config latency lconfig from 0 to 6. One can observe
that increasing the latency from a strict frame synchronization with
lconfig = 0 immediately increases the performance by about 15%.
This is achieved through reduced synchronization bottlenecks as
rendering channels can overlap their draw tasks between frames.
We also notice, as expected, that further increasing the latency does
not further improve rendering performance, due to other synchronization constraints such as image transfers. We can conclude that
a small latency of only one or two frames is sufficient to avoid most
drawbacks of a strictly frame synchronized parallel rendering execution.
In Figure 11(a) experiments with different viewport sizes for the
destination window are shown, and hence the amount of transferred
and z-composited pixel data varies accordingly. The graph exhibits
the expected asymptotic behaviour towards the constant time composition cost of direct send, as analyzed in [17], regardless of the
viewport size. Since the composition cost is directly dependent on
the viewport size, the performance approaches, and is limited by
the constant time compositing as soon as the draw cost is reduced
sufficiently by parallel load distribution. This the normal expected
behavior. However, we would like to point our here that the flexible
compound structure allows for complex combinations of parallel
rendering and parallel compositing where the number of contributing channels can vary and thus allows for optimized resource usage.

wall { ... }

channel "Left Projector"
task ASSEMBLE
inputframe { name "tileA1" }
inputframe { name "tileA2" }
inputframe { name "tileA3" }
swapbarrier{}

channel "Right Projector"
task ASSEMBLE
inputframe { name "tileB1" }
inputframe { name "tileB2" }
inputframe { name "tileB3" }
swapbarrier{}

channel "A1"
inputframe { name "F1.A1" }
inputframe { name "F1.A2" }
inputframe { name "F1.A3" }
inputframe { name "F1.A4" }
inputframe { name "F1.B1" }
inputframe { name "F1.B2" }
inputframe { name "F1.B3" }
outputframe "tileA1", viewport [ tileA1 ]

channel "A2"
inputframe { name "F2.A1" }
inputframe { name "F2.A2" }
inputframe { name "F2.A3" }
inputframe { name "F2.A4" }
inputframe { name "F2.B1" }
inputframe { name "F2.B2" }
inputframe { name "F2.B3" }
outputframe "tileA2", viewport [ tileA2 ]

channel "A3"
inputframe { name "F3.A1" }
inputframe { name "F3.A2" }
inputframe { name "F3.A3" }
inputframe { name "F3.A4" }
inputframe { name "F3.B1" }
inputframe { name "F3.B2" }
inputframe { name "F3.B3" }
outputframe "tileA3", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "A1"
data range [ first 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.A1", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.A1", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.A1", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "A2"
data range [ second 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.A2", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.A2", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.A2", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "A3"
data range [ third 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.A3", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.A3", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.A3", viewport [ tileA3 ]

outputframe "F4.A1", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.A1", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.A1", viewport [ tileB3 ]

outputframe "F4.A2", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.A2", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.A2", viewport [ tileB3 ]

outputframe "F4.A3", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.A3", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.A3", viewport [ tileB3 ]

channel "B1"
inputframe { name "F4.A1" }
inputframe { name "F4.A2" }
inputframe { name "F4.A3" }
inputframe { name "F4.A4" }
inputframe { name "F4.B1" }
inputframe { name "F4.B2" }
inputframe { name "F4.B3" }
outputframe "tileB1", viewport [ tileB1 ]

channel "B2"
inputframe { name "F5.A1" }
inputframe { name "F5.A2" }
inputframe { name "F5.A3" }
inputframe { name "F5.A4" }
inputframe { name "F5.B1" }
inputframe { name "F5.B2" }
inputframe { name "F5.B3" }
outputframe "tileB2", viewport [ tileB2 ]

channel "B3"
inputframe { name "F6.A1" }
inputframe { name "F6.A2" }
inputframe { name "F6.A3" }
inputframe { name "F6.A4" }
inputframe { name "F6.B1" }
inputframe { name "F6.B2" }
inputframe { name "F6.B3" }
outputframe "tileB3", viewport [ tileB3 ]

channel "A4"
data range [ fourth 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.A4", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.A4", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.A4", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "B1"
data range [ fifth 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.B1", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.B1", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.B1", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "B2"
data range [ sixth 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.B2", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.B2", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.B2", viewport [ tileA3 ]

channel "B3"
data range [ seventh 1/7 ]
outputframe "F1.B3", viewport [ tileA1 ]
outputframe "F2.B3", viewport [ tileA2 ]
outputframe "F3.B3", viewport [ tileA3 ]

outputframe "F4.A4", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.A4", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.A4", viewport [ tileB3 ]

outputframe "F4.B1", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.B1", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.B1", viewport [ tileB3 ]

outputframe "F4.B2", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.B2", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.B2", viewport [ tileB3 ]

outputframe "F4.B3", viewport [ tileB1 ]
outputframe "F5.B3", viewport [ tileB2 ]
outputframe "F6.B3", viewport [ tileB3 ]

Figure 9: Two-projector wall driven by 7 sort-last rendering nodes, where z-compositing is done on 3 nodes for each projector.
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D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a state-of-the art parallel rendering
framework, which has been written to be minimally invasive in order to facilitate the porting and development of real-world visualization applications. Equalizer has been designed to be as generic as
possible to support development of parallel rendering applications
for different data types.
Parallel rendering of transparent data is currently supported by
sort-first configurations. For sort-last rendering of transparent surfaces or volume data, back-to-front spatial data partitioning would
have to be implemented, as well as an α-compositing compound.
Scalable sort-first rendering depends on a balanced distribution of
the rendering cost across the different screen tiles. To achieve this,
dynamic tile decomposition must be supported as well as some basic rendering cost heuristics for effective load balancing. The above
extensions pose interesting but also tractable challenges and are
lined up for integration into Equalizer.
The current Equalizer implementation covers basic scalable rendering functionality. We plan to extend this functionality to include
also time-multiplex (DPlex) support, sophisticated automatic loadbalancing for sort-first and sort-last task decompositions, as well
as an API to compress and mask the channels’ screen-frames for
optimized image transport. Aside from the core parallel rendering
API, we plan to improve the resource management capabilities of
the server by enabling it to handle multiple applications, resource
reservation and cross-application loadbalancing. Furthermore, the
creation of a transparent OpenGL layer with Equalizer as the backend will allow running existing applications alongside with parallel
applications. Eventually we will integrate remote visualization capabilities, for example by supporting the VNC protocol.
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